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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t
Wind  ﬁeld  calculation  is a  crucial  point  in  predicting  forest  ﬁre  evolution  in real  emergencies.  Such
wind  ﬁeld  calculation  involves  complex  models  that  must  be solved  in  a  very  short  time  to  accomplish
the real-time  constraints  of forest  ﬁre  propagation  prediction.  However,  when  the  terrain  map  under
consideration  is large  (for  example,  30 km  ×  30 km)  and  the  resolution  is high  (for  example,  30  m),  the
time  incurred  by wind  ﬁeld  calculation  makes  its use  unfeasible  in real emergencies.  To  accelerate  the
wind  ﬁeld calculation,  several  approaches  have  been  studied  (map  partitioning,  domain  decomposition
and  matrix  storage).  The  results  are  quite  signiﬁcant,  but  in large  cases,  the  execution  time  does  not  meetind ﬁeld
parse Matrix-Vector multiplication
omain decomposition
ap  partitioning
the  expected  objectives.  Therefore,  a new  approach,  integrating  all the previous  work,  has  been  designed,
and  a  hybrid  MPI-OpenMP  version  of  WindNinja  has been  implemented.  This  hybrid  application  exploits
different  sources  of parallelism  to  reduce  execution  time  without  introducing  a signiﬁcant  loss  of  accuracy
in  wind  ﬁeld  calculation.  The  results  obtained  with  different  terrain  maps  show  that the  execution  time
is  reduced  to below  an  established  limit  of  100  s.
ublis© 2016  The  Authors.  P
. Introduction
Forest ﬁres are natural hazards that cause signiﬁcant losses
very year. Such hazards are particularly critical in places with
ot and dry summer seasons, such as Mediterranean countries,
alifornia and Australia. To ﬁght these hazards and use the avail-
ble resources in the best possible way, it is necessary to have
n accurate prediction of their evolution beforehand. So, propa-
ation models have been developed to determine the expected
ropagation of a forest ﬁre [23,2]. Such propagation models have
een implemented in computer simulators [9,4,17,18,13,22,21]
hat receive several input parameters representing the scenario
here the ﬁre is taking place to produce the predictions of the prop-
gation. These parameters include the digital elevation map, the
egetation map, the vegetation features, and meteorological con-
itions, among others. Some parameters are well known, but the
alues of other input parameters are obtained or estimated from
ndirect measurements. Such indirect estimations provoke a degree
f uncertainty in forest ﬁre propagation prediction. Therefore, the
ccurate measurement or estimation of the input parameters is
rucial in providing useful predictions.
The parameters that most signiﬁcantly affect forest ﬁre propa-
ation are wind speed and direction [1]. These parameters can be
easured at meteorological stations or estimated from meteoro-
ogical models, but, in both cases, they are obtained at a very low
∗ Corresponding author.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jocs.2016.07.011
877-7503/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article 
/).hed  by  Elsevier  B.V. This  is  an  open  access  article  under  the  CC  BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
resolution, typically a distance of some kilometres. This fact is crit-
ical because, as is well known, the meteorological wind is modiﬁed
by the topography of the terrain and, therefore, the values of the
wind speed and direction at one point of the terrain are different
from the values at other points, and the values at low resolution
are not representative of the actual situation. This may  imply that
the predictions provided by forest ﬁre simulators are not feasible
and not very useful in real operation.
To estimate the wind speed and direction at each point of the
terrain, it is necessary to apply a wind ﬁeld model that determines
those values at each point while taking the terrain topography into
account. Then, the wind ﬁeld generated by the wind ﬁeld simulator
is used as input for the forest ﬁre propagation simulator, coupling
both simulators, wind ﬁeld and forest ﬁre, to improve the accuracy
of forest ﬁre propagation predictions [6].
Moreover, meteorological wind varies dynamically over time.
So, when predicting ﬁre propagation, it is necessary to consider the
meteorological forecast provided by meteorological centres at dif-
ferent time steps and calculate the wind ﬁeld for each time step.
During the forest ﬁre simulation, the corresponding wind ﬁeld must
be applied at each time step. So, if the meteorological forecast pro-
vides a wind value every 15 min  and the forest ﬁre propagation is
predicted for the next 6 h, it is necessary to calculate 24 wind ﬁelds
(four for each hour) and introduce each wind ﬁeld into the proper
forest ﬁre simulation step.
FARSITE [9] is a widely used forest ﬁre propagation simulator
that has been extensively tested on real ﬁres and produces suc-
cessful results. It is a ﬁre behaviour and ﬁre growth simulator that
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.
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aFig. 1. Coupling wind ﬁeld and forest ﬁre propagation models.
ncorporates both spatial and temporal information on topography,
uels and weather. It includes temporal variation in ﬁre conditions.
ARSITE is an elliptical wave propagation simulator and avoids a
ypical problem in cell-based simulators of reproducing the ﬁre
hape in heterogeneous conditions, due to their reduced number
f propagation paths.
For the wind ﬁeld simulator, WindNinja [10] is a mass conser-
ation wind ﬁeld simulator that, given a meteorological wind and
 digital elevation map, generates the wind ﬁeld at the needed res-
lution (30 m).  One of the main advantages of WindNinja is that
he output generated can be directly used as input by FARSITE. This
impliﬁes the coupling of both models. Fig. 1 shows the coupling
f WindNinja and FARSITE. WindNinja has also been used in other
orest ﬁre simulation environments and coupled with simulators
uch as WildFireAnalyst [22], Phoenix RapidFire [30] and WIFIRE
3].
Coupling a wind ﬁeld simulator and a forest ﬁre propagation
imulator improves the accuracy of the forest ﬁre propagation pre-
iction, but it also signiﬁcantly increases the computation time.
or a large map  (for example, 45 km × 45 km)  with a high resolu-
ion (for example, 30 m),  the execution time of the WindNinja wind
eld simulator on a single processor is around 3600 sconds, which
akes it completely useless in real operation. Therefore, the main
oal of this work is to reduce the WindNinja execution time for
arge terrain maps, such as 45 km × 45 km and 1500 × 1500 cells,
n order to make it operational in real scenarios while accomplish-
ng real-time constraints. Actually, an operational limit of 100 s has
een established as a maximum execution time for the wind ﬁeld
imulator. In this way, the forest ﬁre propagation prediction can be
rovided allowing the coordination centres to take the appropri-
te decisions and communicate the actions to be taken to the ﬁeld
reﬁghters.
In previous works, three approaches were proposed to exploit
arallelism at different levels of WindNinja. These three approaches
ere the following ones:
Sparse matrix storage format and Sparse Matrix-Vector multipli-
cation (SpMV) [29].
Domain decomposition with overlapping: Schwarz alternating
method [28].
Map  partitioning [27,26].
The results obtained by the three approaches were quite sig-
iﬁcant. However, the scalability was limited and, in most cases,
or large maps, the limit of 100 s was not met. This paper focuses
n combining the three parallelization approaches and integrating
hem into a hybrid MPI-OpenMP application. This hybrid applica-
ion exploits data parallelism in an MPI  Master/Worker scheme by
artitioning the terrain map  and distributing the different parts
mong workers. Then, each part is solved by applying a new levelonal Science 17 (2016) 576–590 577
of Master/Worker parallelism based on domain decomposition.
Finally, the sparse matrix storage system is modiﬁed to avoid cache
misses and the Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication (SpMV) is par-
allelized applying OpenMP.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the main features of WindNinja and presents its internal structure.
Section 3 introduces the three approaches to parallelize WindNinja.
Section 4 presents the integration of the three approaches into two
hybrid MPI-OpenMP applications and shows the results obtained
with these applications. Finally, Section 5 shows the main conclu-
sions of this work.
2. WindNinja
WindNinja [10] is a wind ﬁeld simulator that requires the ele-
vation map  and the meteorological wind speed (ws) and direction
(wd) to determine the wind parameters at each cell of the terrain.
The number of the cells of the terrain actually depends on the map
size and resolution.
WindNinja is based on the equations that describe air ﬂow vari-
ation in the atmosphere. Speciﬁcally, it is a mass-consistent model
initialized by boundary conditions. The function to minimize is con-
structed using the square of the difference between the adjusted
and observed values as shown in Eq. (1),
E(u, v, w) =
∫

[˛21(u − u0)2 + ˛21(v − v0)2 + ˛22(w − w0)2]d (1)
where u, v, w are the velocity components in the x (positive to East),
y (positive to North), and z (positive upward) directions, respec-
tively; u0, v0, w0 are initial values of velocity, and ˛i is the Gauss
precision moduli that can be used to control the relative amount of
change induced by the model to the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions.
The minimization of Eq. (1) is subject to the strong constraint of
conservation of mass that can be expressed as shown in Eq. (2).
H(ux, vy, wz) =
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
+ ∂w
∂z
)
= 0 (2)
This constraint can be expressed applying Lagrange multiplier
theory. So, the function can be expressed as shown in Eq. (3),
F(u, v, w, ) =
∫

[˛21(u − u0)2 + ˛21(v − v0)2 + ˛22(w − w0)2
+ 
(
∂u
∂x
+ ∂v
∂y
+ ∂w
∂z
)
]d (3)
where (x, y, z) is a Lagrange multiplier.
This implies that terrain slope variation generates wind changes
and, because of boundary conditions, the obtained results in regions
close to the borders of the map  will not be correct until the system is
stabilized. Consequently, several external map cells have an unre-
liable value and, therefore, a set of cells around the evaluated map
must be dismissed as a ﬁnal result.
The internal functioning of WindNinja can be summarized as
follows:
1. WindNinja takes the digital elevation map  and the meteorolog-
ical wind parameters and generates the mesh.
2. Then it applies the mass conservation equations at each point of
the mesh to generate the linear system Ax = b.
3. In the linear system Ax = b, the A matrix is a sparse matrix which
is stored in CRS (Compressed Row Storage) format. The matrix A
has a low density and a diagonal pattern.
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Fig. 3. WindNinja execution time.
T
EFig. 2. WindNinja internal functioning.
. Once the linear system has been stored, WindNinja applies the
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG) [19] solver to solve
the system of equations. The PCG is an iterative method that
uses a matrix M as a preconditioner and iteratively approaches
the solution. Matrices A and M are constant during the whole
iterative process.
. The solution of the PCG is used to build the wind ﬁeld.
This functioning can be represented as shown in Fig. 2.
.1. Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG)
The purpose of including the PCG as a solver is to provide a good
olution to the system of equations expressed by Ax = b, in a compu-
ationally feasible time and faster than without a preconditioner.
lgorithm 1 describes how to ﬁnd the vector x applying the PCG.
lgorithm 1. Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (PCG)
tarting from x0
alculate g0 = Ax0 − b
onsidering that M is the preconditioner:
Evaluate q0 = M−1g0
Set the initial value of p as p0 =− q0
or k=1 to n:
 ˛k = (gk,qk )(pk,Apk )
 xk+1 = xk + ˛kpk
 gk+1 = gk − ˛kApk
 qk+1 = M−1gk+1
 ˇk = (gk+1,qk+1)(gk,qk )
 pk+1 = qk+1 + ˇkpk
hen the map  size is limited, WindNinja is a very stable wind
eld simulator that generates the wind ﬁeld very fast and does
ot present memory limitations. However, when the map  size
ncreases, the execution time and memory requirements become
rohibitive. It must be taken into account that the number of vari-
bles to be solved can vary from 105 for small maps to 108 for large
aps.
able 1
xecution time and speedup of OpenMP WindNinja implementation.
Map  size Time 
NCores 
1 2 4 8 
400 × 400 237 194 182 207 
600  × 600 567 410 399 442 
800  × 800 804 681 558 659 
1000  × 1000 1831 1743 1592 1500 
1200  × 1200 2939 2525 2300 2111 
1500  × 1500 3831 3793 3390 3140 Fig. 4. WindNinja speedup.
The conjugate gradient solver with preconditioning converges
quite fast, but the execution time depends linearly on the problem
size (in this case, the map  size) and on the computing power of the
underlying architecture.
WindNinja provides an internal OpenMP parallelization. Table 1
shows the execution time and the speedup for different numbers
of cores and different map  sizes. These results are also shown in
Figs. 3 and 4. Actually, the maximum speedup that can be achieved
by increasing the number of cores is just 1.5, which is not very sig-
niﬁcant. These experiments have been executed on a cluster based
on 8 cores Intel Xeon Processor E5-2650.
Speedup
NCores
16 1 2 4 8 16
182 1 1.22 1.30 1.14 1.30
464 1 1.38 1.42 1.28 1.22
659 1 1.18 1.44 1.22 1.22
1505 1 1.05 1.15 1.21 1.22
2113 1 1.02 1.12 1.23 1.21
3140 1 1.015 1.13 1.21 1.21
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Fig. 6. Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication considering CRS storage format.
Table 2
Cache performance of CRS implementation.
Map  size Memory (MB) Cache misses Hit ratio
400 × 400 353 2,971,774 0.74
500 × 500 797 7,257,159 0.72
600 × 600 1383 12,922,181 0.72
700 × 700 2166 20,083,338 0.72
800 × 800 5556 55,717,760 0.70Fig. 5. Compressed Row Storage (CRS) format.
. WindNinja parallelization
From the execution times shown in Table 1, it can be concluded
hat the execution time is a limiting factor in making the use of
indNinja completely operational in real-time. Therefore, differ-
nt approaches have been introduced to exploit different levels
f parallelism of WindNinja. Three approaches were developed
onsidering different levels of abstraction and parallelism.
.1. Sparse matrix storage and Sparse Matrix-Vector
ultiplication
The ﬁrst approach was to analyze the actual behaviour of Wind-
inja at a very low level. In this approach, the internal functioning of
he core operations was considered. Analyzing the WindNinja pro-
le, it was observed that 80% of execution time was spent on the
olver itself and within the solver, 60% of its execution time was
pent on matrix-vector multiplication. Such multiplication takes
o much time and scales poorly because the matrix was stored
sing the Compressed Row Storage (CRS) format [25], also called
ompressed Sparse Row (CSR).
This method is used because it is a very general format that does
ot make any assumptions about the sparsity of the matrix. In CRS
ormat, a sparse matrix is stored as 3 vectors: one vector contain-
ng the non-zero elements of the matrix, one vector indicating the
osition in the row of each non-zero element and the third one
ontaining the position of the vector where a row of the matrix
tarts (Fig. 5). Using this storage method, the memory savings are
eally signiﬁcant, but accessing a particular element in the matrix
equires an indirect access, and this fact complicates the algorithms
sing these CRS matrices and degrades memory performance.
In the Matrix-Vector multiplication, each term in a row is mul-
iplied by the terms in the column vector and the partial results are
ggregated to obtain a particular element of the resulting vector, as
hown in Eq. (4). The scheme of such multiplication in CRS format
s shown in Fig. 6.
C0 = A00B0 + A01B1 + · · · + A(n−1)0B(n−1)
· · ·
C(n−1) = A0(n−1)B0 + A1(n−1)B1 + · · · + A(n−1)(n−1)B(n−1)
=
n−1∑
A B (4)j
i=0
ij i
It must be considered that accessing the elements of matrix A in
RS format implies accessing 3 vectors. Moreover, the accesses to900 × 900 7034 69,377,314 0.71
1000 × 1000 8687 87,208,715 0.70
vector b elements are not lineal, as shown in Fig. 6. This irregular
memory access pattern provokes a large number of cache misses
and, therefore, the performance is degraded signiﬁcantly. Table 2
shows the number of cache misses and the hit ratio obtained for
different map  size. It can be observed that the hit ratio is just a
little bit over 0.70, which means that there is a large number of
cache misses.
To try to overcome this problem, different mathematical
libraries that include Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient solvers
were tested. So, Intel MKL  [12], ViennaCL [24] and cuSparse [20]
were introduced and the implementations of PCG were tested. The
results are shown in Fig. 7.
The results show that the execution time is not signiﬁcantly
reduced, and it does not present a signiﬁcant scalability. The main
580 G. Sanjuan et al. / Journal of Computational Science 17 (2016) 576–590
Fig. 7. Execution time considering different mathematical libraries.
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not penalized by cache misses. However, when the maps are larger,
the number of misses is larger, and the execution time presents
a linear dependency on the number of non-zero elements of the
Table 3
Time of VDSpM matrix construction.
Map  size NE Density (%) Memory (MB) t (s)
400 × 400 10,770,511 0.0017 353 0.1
500 × 500 24,285,711 0.00075 797 0.1
600 × 600 43,220,911 0.00042 1383 0.2Fig. 8. Compressed Diagonal Storage (CDS).
oint is the matrices generated by WindNinja have a large number
f zero elements and only the non-zero elements must be multi-
lied by the corresponding elements in the vector. In this operation,
he storage format of the sparse matrix plays a signiﬁcant role in the
erformance reached and the tested libraries using the CRS matrix
ormat.
Another way of representing sparse matrices that can be found
n the literature is the Compressed Diagonal Storage (CDS) [8]. This
torage scheme is particularly useful if the matrix arises from a
nite element or ﬁnite difference discretization on a tensor prod-
ct grid. In this scheme, the subdiagonals of the matrix are stored
s rows of a matrix and an additional element indicates the rela-
ive position of each subdiagonal to the main diagonal (Fig. 8). This
ormat is used when the matrix is banded, that is, the non-zero ele-
ents are within a diagonal band. The CDS can give a considerable
erformance beneﬁt if the matrix is banded. However, this format
s highly unsuitable for general matrices since there are few rows
hat exceed the diagonal band, resulting in the storage of a large
umber of zero values. So, this matrix format representation is not
uitable for WindNinja matrices.
To tackle this problem and avoid unnecessary memory alloca-
ion, a new storage scheme was designed [29]. This storage scheme,
alled Vectorization of Diagonal Sparse Matrix (VDSpM), stores
he subdiagonals in a set of vectors (unidimensional arrays) of the
xact size to include the elements of the subdiagonal and an index
ndicating the position of the subdiagonal in the matrix. In this
ay, the elements of each subdiagonal are stored in consecutiveFig. 9. Vectorization of Diagonal Sparse Matrix (VDSpM).
memory positions. Actually the matrices generated by WindNinja
are extremely sparse and the non-zero elements are organized in
just 13 subdiagonals considering that the matrices are symmetric.
This storage scheme is illustrated in Fig. 9.
It is necessary to do a pre-analysis of the CRS matrix to transform
it to the VDSpM storage format. In this analysis, it is necessary to
determine the position of each subdiagonal and the values of its
elements. It must be pointed out that the number of elements of
each subdiagonal, and the amount of memory required to store each
diagonal is determined from the position of the subdiagonal. So, if
a matrix has n rows and n columns (n × n), the main diagonal has n
elements and the subdiagonal in position i has n − i elements. In this
way, it is possible to determine the array size for each subdiagonal.
It must be considered that, in WindNinja, the resulting matrices
are symmetric. In this case, the requirements in memory space and
time are reduced by half.
The pre-analysis, the vectorization of the sparse matrix and the
construction of the VDSpM matrix involve a certain amount of time.
Several measures have been carried out on different matrix sizes
and the results show that the time required to carry out these steps
depends on the matrix size. The results are shown in Table 3 and
presented in Fig. 10. In this table, N × M represents the number of
rows and columns of the original matrix, NE is the number of non-
zero elements in the matrix, Density is the percentage of non-zero
elements in the matrix, MemCRS is the amount of memory required
to store the matrix in CRS format, MemVDSpM is the amount of
memory required to store the matrix in VDSpM format and t is
the time required to build the matrix in VDSpM format. It can be
observed that for maps smaller than 600 × 600 cell, the time to build
the matrix is very low, and, for larger maps, this time presents a
linear behaviour. This is due to the fact that, for small maps, the
matrices are stored in the cache memory, and the execution time is700 × 700 67,576,111 0.00027 2166 0.4
800 × 800 173,161,711 0.00011 5556 1.1
900 × 900 270,652,111 0.00009 7034 3.2
1000 × 1000 270,652,111 0.00007 8657 3.8
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Fig. 11. Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication phases considering VDSpM storage
format.Fig. 10. Time of VDSpM matrix construction.
atrix. From this data, it is possible to determine the time required
o build the VDSpM matrix, as shown in Eq. (5).
 = 3.32 · 10−8NE − 4.96 (5)
The data shown in Table 3 can be represented in a graph, as
hown in Fig. 10. From this data, it is possible to determine the time
equired to build the VDSpM matrix. This time can be expressed as
hown in Eq. (5).
Using the Vectorized Diagonal Sparse Matrix (VDSpM) storage
ormat, it is possible to implement the matrix-vector multipli-
ation. The main advantage of this storage format is that the
ubdiagonals of the diagonal sparse matrix are stored as sequen-
ial vectors. Each subdiagonal vector term must be multiplied by
he corresponding terms of the multiplying vector and the partial
esults must be added to create the terms of the resulting vector.
his matrix-vector multiplication method is represented in Fig. 11.
n this ﬁgure it can be observed the multiplication of each subdiag-
nal vector by the multiplying vector. Each one of these operations
an be executed concurrently and, besides, internal parallelism
an also be exploited. So, this method has been parallelized using
penMP.
This Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication considering VDSpM
torage format has been parallelized using OpenMp. Each thread
alculates the terms corresponding to some elements of the main
iagonal and the subdiagonals. The elements of the main diagonal
nd the elements of the subdiagonals are distributed to the threads,
hile the vector and the resulting vector components are kept in
hared memory and can therefore be accessed by all the threads.
The results for different matrix sizes and different numbers of
ores are shown in Table 4. In this table, the execution time and
he corresponding speedup compared to the original WindNinja
xecution time (WN) are presented. The execution times and the
peedup obtained are also presented in Figs. 12 and 13, respec-
ively. It can be observed that the speedup with 2 cores reaches
.7, with 4 cores reaches 2.4 and with 8 and 16 cores reaches 2.5.
ut the most signiﬁcant point is that an execution of a 1000 × 1000
ap  that takes 1831 s in one core is executed in just 852 s using
 cores, and the execution time of a 1500 × 1500 map  is reduced
rom 3831 s to 1824 s. This means a signiﬁcant improvement, but
he ﬁnal execution time is still too high to be used in real-time
peration.
Fig. 12. WindNinja execution time considering VDSpM storage format and OpenMP
parallelization.
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Table 4
WindNinja execution time and speedup considering VDSpM storage format and OpenMP parallelization.
Map  size Time (s) Speedup
NCores NCores
WN 1 2 4 8 16 1 2 4 8 16
400 × 400 236 215 191 135 141 143 1.10 1.24 1.76 1.68 1.66
600  × 600 567 505 325 231 225 227 1.12 1.74 2.45 2.52 2.50
800  × 800 804 769 608 507 465 478 1.05 1.32 1.59 1.73 1.68
1000  × 1000 1831 1658 1300 967 852 863 1.10 1.41 1.89 2.15 2.12
1200  × 1200 2939 2714 1871 1300 1260 1290 1.08 1.57 2.26 2.33 2.28
1500  × 1500 3831 3080 2488 2006 1824 1856 1.24 1.54 1.91 2.10 2.06
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pig. 13. WindNinja speedup considering VDSpM storage format and OpenMP par-
llelization.
.2. Domain decomposition
A different approach to exploit parallelism is to apply domain
ecomposition methods. The wind ﬁeld simulation is an approx-
mation to reality. In this approximation, the real system is
iscretized in millions of elements that constitutes the mesh
escribing the points in the real world and their interactions. This
uge number of points and the complexity of the interactions
mong them implies the construction of a huge linear system that
akes a very long time to solve.
One solution to this problem is to apply domain decomposi-
ion techniques. The objective of these techniques is to divide the
hole domain into subdomains, obtained from mesh partitioning
nd solving each subdomain independently, and then joining the
olutions of each particular subdomain to reach the whole solution.
There are two different ways to deﬁne domain decomposition:
ith overlapping and without overlapping. In both cases, it is nec-
ssary to divide the domain into P subdomains, that correspond to
 blocks of the mesh, so that the matrix A can be represented as
 set of P submatrices AP. Each subdomain can be solved applying
onventional methods such as Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient
PCG). In this particular case, the Schwarz alternating method with
verlapping was applied.
The Schwarz alternating method [15,16] consists of solving each
ubdomain independently, setting Dirichlet boundary conditions
n each subdomain with the values of the adjacent subdomain. The
chwarz alternating method is a generalization of the traditional
terative Gauss–Seidel method for blocks.
The method requires a differential operator, that in this partic-
lar case is matrix A, that fulﬁls Ax = b in the whole domain ,  and
he boundary ∂ satisﬁes the Dirichlet boundary condition x = c.
To illustrate the domain decomposition method, a simple exam-
le is shown in Fig. 14. In this example, it is assumed that the wholeFig. 14. Schwarz alternating domain decomposition method.
domain  can be divided into two subdomains 1 and 2, with
boundaries ∂1 and ∂2, respectively, so that  = 1 ∪ 2. The
partition overlapping between the two  subdomains is deﬁned as
1 ∩ 2. The part of ∂1 inside 2 deﬁnes an artiﬁcial boundary
1. Analogously, 2 is an artiﬁcial boundary inside 1.
Once the domain has been partitioned into subdomains, the
system is solved for each subdomain. The values obtained in the
boundaries 1 and 2 are exchanged between the subdomains. If
such values have a difference larger than a certain tolerance value ,
the values obtained in the overlapping by solving one subdomain
are transferred to the other subdomain and the solver is iterated
until it accomplishes the tolerance value. This solving algorithm is
shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. Schwarz alternating Algorithm
x01,x
0
2 initial approximation
tolerance
i ← 0 iteration number
while ‖xi1 − xi−11 ‖ ≤  or ‖x
j
2 − x
j−1
2 ‖ ≤ 
Solve
Axi1 = b in 1
with xi1 = c in ∂1
xi1 ← xi−12 in 1
i ← i+1
Solve
Axj2 = b in 2
with xj2 = c in ∂2
xj1 ← x
j−1
2 in 2
j ← j + 1
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WindNinja builds the mesh considering the elevation map  and
pplies the mass conservation equation. From this mesh, the system
f equations Ax = b is obtained, where matrix A is a sparse matrix.
he nodes of the mesh correspond to the elements of the main diag-
nal of the matrix and the iterations among the nodes are located
n the corresponding positions of the matrix, in such a way  that the
lement Aij of matrix A represents the interaction between nodes
 and j in the mesh. In the particular case of WindNinja, matrix A
as two qualities: the ﬁrst is that it is symmetrical and positively
eﬁned, and the second is that it has a pattern that repeats on any
errain. This pattern consists of the main subdiagonal and 26 sub-
iagonals distributed along the matrix. The position that occupies
uch subdiagonals depends on the elevation map.
To apply the Schwarz alternating domain decomposition
ethod, the ﬁrst step is to partition the mesh, trying to keep the
umber of nodes in all subdomains as close as possible and the
umber of nodes in the boundary as small as possible. The par-
ition must fulﬁl the following rules: the nodes in one subdomain
nly have interrelation with the other nodes in the same subdomain
nd with the nodes in the boundary. The nodes in the boundary
etween two adjacent subdomains are considered nodes of both
ubdomains. Since WindNinja matrices follow a very strict pattern,
t is not necessary to use a partitioning tool, such as METIS [14], that
ust carry out a deep analysis of the matrix to determine the sub-
omain partition. In the WindNinja case, it is possible to determine
he subdomain decomposition from the matrix pattern. In this way,
he operation is simpliﬁed. Once the subdomains and boundaries
ave been deﬁned, it is necessary to determine the overlapping
etween adjacent subdomains. The minimum overlapping in one
ubdomain is formed by all the nodes in the adjacent subdomain
hat have interrelation with the boundary nodes.
Each subdomain is made of three parts: the internal nodes of the
ubdomain, the boundary nodes and the overlapping nodes. The
artitioning method consists of determining each subset knowing
n advance the pattern of the matrix and the position of each ele-
ent in the matrix. So, the minimum number of internal nodes
nmin) of one subdomain is the distance between the main diagonal
nd the farthest subdiagonal in the original matrix A. The number
f nodes in the boundary is then nmin − 1 and the number of nodes
n the overlapping is also nmin − 1. It must be taken into account
hat the internal nodes of one subdomain can be overlapping nodes
or the adjacent subdomain. In this way, the minimum number of
odes (Numnodes) in one subdomain (Si) can be expressed as shown
n Eq. (6).
Numnodes = 3nmin − 2 for S0 and SP−1
Numnodes = 5nmin − 4 for S1. . .SP−2
(6)
The matrix partitioning obtained applying this method is shown
n Fig. 15.
Once the mesh and the corresponding matrix A have been
ivided into subdomains, the system must be solved. Each sub-
omain is solved independently using the iterative Preconditioned
onjugate Gradient method.
Once each subdomain is solved, the resulting values correspond-
ng to boundary nodes are compared to the values of boundary
odes obtained by the adjacent subdomain. If such values differ
y more than a certain tolerance value, the values corresponding
o the overlap nodes obtained by one subdomain are sent to the
djacent subdomain and the solver is iterated using these new val-
es. The process ﬁnalizes when the values corresponding to the
oundary nodes obtained by adjacent subdomains are closer than
he tolerance value.
As described above, the Schwarz alternating method presents
everal advantages and possibilities of exploiting parallelism. TheFig. 15. Matrix A partitioning.
method has been implemented as an MPI  Master-Worker applica-
tion [11,7]. The general organization is shown in Fig. 16.
First, the Master process decomposes the mesh and each
subdomain is sent to one Worker. Then, each worker executes
independently the solver (PCG) on its subdomain. Once an ini-
tial solution has been reached, each worker sends to the workers
with the adjacent subdomains the values obtained for the over-
lapping nodes, receives the values for the overlapping nodes from
the adjacent subdomains and evaluates the difference. If the dif-
ference is greater than the tolerance value, then the overlapping
values received from the adjacent subdomains are introduced into
the overlapping nodes and the solver is applied again starting from
this approached solution.
Table 5 summarizes the experimental results when using a clus-
ter based on 8 cores Intel Xeon E5-2650 Processors. This table shows
the execution time of the original WindNinja and the execution
time and speedup obtained for maps from 400 × 400 to 1500 × 1500
cells. Subdomains is the number of subdomains that have been used
in any case. The results concerning the execution time and the
speedup are also shown in Figs. 17 and 18, respectively.
It can be observed that the execution time decreases when the
number of subdomains is increased until 6 subdomains are reached.
This behaviour is due to the fact that increasing the number of
subdomains does not reduce the size of the boundaries and over-
lapping between parts, and, therefore, the internal nodes represent
a less signiﬁcant part of the calculation. Increasing the map size
does not provide better speedup because the number of iterations
required to solve the system increases signiﬁcantly. For maps of
600 × 600, the maximum speedup is around 6.5. This maximum
speedup reduces as the map  size increases: for 1000 × 1000, it is
around 3.7 and for 1500 × 1500, it is around 5.4.
Concerning the execution time, it can be observed that for maps
of 400 × 400 or 600 × 600 cells the execution time can be reduced
to under 100 s on the underlying platform which is the execution
time limit for real operation. For maps with 800 × 800 cells, the
execution time is reduced to 156 s and, for maps with 1500 × 1500
cells, the execution time is reduced to 711 s. Such values are too
high and could not be applied in an operational system. However,
the domain decomposition method is able to signiﬁcantly reduce
the execution time.
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Table 5
Execution time and speedup obtained applying Schwarz alternating domain decomposition method
Map  size Time (s) Speedup
Subdomains Subdomains
WN 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7
400 × 400 237 90 62 61 43 43 47 2.62 3.85 3.87 5.50 5.48 5.09
600  × 600 567 184 128 100 91 90 86 3.07 4.44 5.65 6.22 6.30 6.56
800  × 800 804 329 214 172 156 206 176 2.44 3.76 4.68 5.15 3.90 4.56
1000  × 1000 1836 1152 704 559 513 505 495 1.59 2.61 3.29 3.58 3.63 3.71
1200  × 1200 2939 1200 934 817 705 666 696 2.72 3.49 4.14 4.71 4.90 4.90
1500  × 1500 3831 1400 1093 867 724 711 743 2.74 3.51 4.42 5.29 5.39 5.16
3
c
e
w
t
r
Fig. 17. Execution time obtained applying Schwarz alternating decomposition
method.Fig. 16. Schwarz alternating method Master/Worker parallelization.
.3. Map  partitioning
The third approach that was tested to accelerate wind ﬁeld cal-
ulation was map  partitioning. This map  partitioning approach can
asily be implemented in a Master/Worker MPI  [11,7,5] application
here the Master creates the map  parts and distributes them to
he workers, the workers calculate the wind ﬁeld for each part and
eturn the results to the Master, which then aggregates the windFig. 18. Speedup obtained applying Schwarz alternating decomposition method.
ﬁelds in a complete wind ﬁeld. Once the map  partitioning scheme
has been applied, the resulting wind ﬁeld map  has the same dimen-
sions as the original one. This approach is different from the domain
decomposition, because, in this case, the mesh and the system of
equations is deﬁned for each map part, while in the domain decom-
position, the mesh and the system of equations is deﬁned for the
whole map, and this complete system of equations is then divided
into subdomains.However, far from being an easy approach, this map  partition-
ing scheme involves new issues that must be tackled. WindNinja
is based on the equations that describe air ﬂow variation in the
atmosphere and delimited boundary conditions. This implies that
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he obtained results in regions close to the borders of the map  will
ot be correct since the system needs some cells to stabilized. Con-
equently, many external map  cells have an unreliable value and,
herefore, a set of cells around the evaluated map  must be dis-
issed as a ﬁnal result. When the global map  is partitioned into
arts, this problem is extrapolated to all parts, and a direct combi-
ation of output wind ﬁelds results in an aggregation of boundary
rrors introducing additional uncertainty in wind values. So, if the
ap  is partitioned and the wind ﬁeld is calculated for each part of
he map  without considering the neighbouring parts of the origi-
al map, the wind ﬁeld resulting can be signiﬁcantly different from
he original one in the cells close to the part boundaries. The inclu-
ion of an overlapping is necessary to reduce the variation and
ncertainty in the wind ﬁeld near the part boundaries. Including
 certain degree of overlapping among map  parts increases execu-
ion time, but reduces the degree of difference between the wind
eld calculated using a global map  and the partitioned one.
So, to overcome this problem, a certain degree of overlapping
etween parts must be considered for all adjacent parts to soften
order errors. An example of this partitioning and overlapping
pproach can be seen in Fig. 19, where the result of applying over-
apping in A × B parts partitioning is shown. So, we  propose a map
artitioning with an overlapping scheme for wind ﬁeld evaluation
s follows:
. Partition the input digital elevation map  (DEM) into X parts with
a given overlapping,
. Run in parallel as many executions of the wind ﬁeld model as
parts have been generated at the partitioning process and,
. Combine the outputs of the X parts, discarding the overlapping
cells to obtain the global map.
It must be taken into account that the calculation of the wind
eld of a global map  solves an equation system that describes the
ir ﬂow throughout the whole terrain. When a map  partitioning
pproach is applied, a system of equations is applied to each part
f the map. Besides the differences that are caused by the border
ffects, the solution (the wind ﬁeld) for each part is slightly different
rom the global solution since the new system of equations corre-
ponding to each part does not take into account the situation in the
ther parts of the map. Therefore, increasing the number of parts in
ap partitioning allows us to exploit more parallelism, wheneverhere are computational resources available, but provokes greater
ifferences that are propagated along the map.
So, it was necessary to evaluate the effect of map  partitioning in
indNinja execution time on the generated wind ﬁeld and on the with overlapping.
forest ﬁre propagation, considering different amounts of overlap-
ping.
To evaluate the difference in wind speed and direction, different
indexes have been considered:
1. The RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) is a statistical measure of the
difference in the wind speed (or direction) between the winds
obtained in both cases for each cell. The main problem of this
value is that it does not include information about the deviation
of the differences.
RMSE is shown in Eq. (7). More precisely, for each map  cell (N),
the value of wind speed in that particular cell i obtained when no
partition is applied to the input DEM map  (NP(ws)i) is compared
to the speed obtained in the same cell when applying the map
partitioning strategy with a given partition scheme (SCA×B(ws)i).
The same procedure is also applied to wind direction just chang-
ing the corresponding terms of Eq. (7) to wd.
2. The number of cells with an error higher than a particular value
(1 mph  for wind speed). This measure shows the points of the
map  where the differences are greater than this reference value.
3. The maximum difference value throughout the whole map. This
measure represents the worst case found when doing map  par-
titioning.
RMSEA×B(ws) =
√∑N
i=0(NP(ws)i − SCA×B(ws)i)
2
N
(7)
However, the most relevant measure is the difference in ﬁre
propagation considering the wind ﬁeld obtained without map  par-
titioning and the ﬁre propagation considering the map  partitioning
approach. To evaluate the difference in forest ﬁre propagation, the
normalized symmetric difference is applied [31]. To calculate the
symmetric difference the concepts of union (∪) and intersection
(∩) between the real burned and predicted cells are used, as can be
seen in Eq. (8).
Error = ∪ − ∩
Real
(8)
So, different conﬁgurations of map  partitioning must be evalu-
ated taking into account such measures.
The maps considered were square maps that were also parti-
tioned in square parts. This was done in this way because the square
is the shape that covers the largest area with the shortest perimeter.
In this way, the border effect was minimized [26].
The results concerning execution time and speedup are shown
in Table 6. The table shows the execution time and the speedup
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Table 6
Execution time and speedup obtained applying map  partitioning.
Map  size Overlap WN Time (s) partitioning Speedup partitioning
2 × 2 3 × 3 4 × 4 2 × 2 3 × 3 4 × 4
400 × 400 0 237 73 32 18 3.24 7.28 12.95
25  92 61 41 2.56 3.85 5.75
50  104 99 73 2.07 2.38 3.24
75  138 147 114 1.71 1.61 2.07
100  164 203 164 1.44 1.17 1.44
600  × 600 0 567 164 73 41 3.44 7.74 13.77
25  193 114 73 2.93 4.96 7.74
50  224 164 112 2.53 3.44 4.96
75  257 224 164 2.20 2.53 3.44
100  292 292 224 1.94 1.94 2.53
800  × 800 0 804 292 130 73 2.75 6.18 10.98
25  330 183 102 2.43 4.38 7.03
50  370 246 164 2.17 3.27 4.88
75  412 317 224 1.95 2.53 3.59
100  457 398 292 1.76 2.02 2.75
1000  × 1000 0 1836 457 203 118 4.01 9.03 16.05
25  504 269 164 3.64 6.83 11.15
50  553 343 224 3.32 5.34 8.19
75  605 427 292 3.03 4.29 6.27
100  658 520 370 2.79 3.53 4.95
1200  × 1200 0 2939 658 292 164 4.46 10.04 17.84
25  714 370 224 4.11 7.93 13.11
50  773 457 292 3.80 6.42 10.04
75  833 553 370 3.52 5.31 7.93
100  896 658 457 3.28 4.46 6.42
1500  × 1500 0 3831 1029 457 257 3.72 8.37 14.88
25  1099 553 330 3.48 6.92 11.59
50  1171 658 412 3.27 5.81 9.28
75  1245 773 504 3.08 4.95 7.59
100  1322 896 605 2.90 4.27 6.33
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of 2.1712 km/h. This means that there are points in the map  withig. 20. Execution time obtained applying map  partitioning to a 1500 × 1500 map.
btained when different map  partitionings are applied (2 × 2, 3 × 3
nd 4 × 4) and different overlappings are considered (0, 25, 50, 75
nd 100 cells per side). The results show that the application scales
uite well, but the increase in the amount of overlapping cells per
ide signiﬁcantly reduces the speedup reached. So, a 1500 × 1500
ap  is executed in 3831 s (more than 3 h) without partitioning.
pplying a 4 × 4 partitioning and 50 cells of overlapping per side, it
s executed in just 412 s, which represents a speedup of 9.28, which
s quite good considering the additional computing introduced by
he overlapping. The same map  applying a 2 × 2 partitioning and 50Fig. 21. Speedup obtained applying map partitioning to a 1500 × 1500 map.
cells of overlapping reaches an execution time of 1171 s. The results
for the 1500 × 1500 are also plotted in Figs. 20 and 21.
The results concerning the wind ﬁeld difference and the ﬁre
propagation difference are shown in Table 7. The RMSE in wind
speed for the previous case with a 1500 × 1500 map, a partition-
ing of 4 × 4 and 50 cells of overlapping per side, reaches a valuea really large difference between the values provided by the com-
plete map  and the partitioned map. And the difference in forest
ﬁre propagation is 0.3001, which is too high to be considered
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Table  7
Wind speed RMSE and forest ﬁre propagation difference applying map  partitioning.
Map size Overlap Wind speed RMSE (km/h) partitioning Fire diff. partitioning
2 × 2 3 × 3 4 × 4 2 × 2 3 × 3 4 × 4
400 × 400 0 0.2239 0.7817 1.0065 0.0339 0.1038 0.1260
25  0.0239 0.0567 0.1024 0.0043 0.0072 0.0213
50  0.0209 0.0234 0.0404 0.0041 0.0022 0.0080
75  0.0208 0.0079 0.0235 0.0042 0.0004 0.0043
100  0.0206 0.0068 0.0226 0.0041 0.0003 0.0043
600  × 600 0 0.9900 2.4207 3.3628 0.1255 0.2952 0.3463
25  0.3762 0.8129 1.0475 0.00780 0.0169 0.0203
50  0.3618 0.6890 0.7196 0.0758 0.01363 0.1543
75  0.2659 0.5775 0.6420 0.0558 0.0111 0.0139
100 0.2663 0.3524 0.4720 0.0562 0.0077 0.01080
800  × 800 0 1.4012 1.8946 2.9781 0.165 0.211 0.307
25  0.4616 0.7352 0.9221 0.0103 0.0134 0.0181
50  0.3734 0.5200 0.7524 0.0822 0.0107 0.0149
75  0.2554 0.3500 0.5472 0.0591 0.0743 0.0114
100  0.2152 0.3064 0.3931 0.0490 0.0639 0.0896
1000  × 1000 0 1.3923 1.9200 2.4216 0.0183 0.0220 0.0289
25  0.5391 0.7697 0.7690 0.0108 0.0145 0.0163
50  0.4563 0.5876 0.5928 0.0093 0.0121 0.0131
75  0.3765 0.4281 0.4594 0.0080 0.0091 0.0107
100  0.2947 0.3699 0.3755 0.00639 0.0078 0.0093
1200  × 1200 0 1.3642 1.3285 1.8243 0.30 0.207 0.2114
25  0.5815 0.4836 0.5973 0.0077 0.0139 0.118
50  0.5732 0.4378 0.0404 0.0076 0.0128 0.098
75  0.5699 0.3683 0.0235 0.0077 0.0112 0.082
100  0.5693 0.3342 0.0226 0.0077 0.0105 0.069
1500  × 1500 0 1.7326 2.7722 3.8984 0.2338 0.3765 0.3593
25  1.0318 1.4445 2.3215 0.0191 0.03474 0.3137
50  0.3122 0.3509 0.5601 0.0091 0.03246 0.1236
75  0.2236 0.3119 0.5531 0.00837 0.0248 0.1061
100  0.2201 0.2721 0.4201 0.00731 0.0221 0.0937
Fig. 22. Wind speed RMSE obtained applying map  partitioning to a 1500 × 1500
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1. In the ﬁrst application, the vectorized version of diagonalap.
uccessful. So, increasing the number of parts increases the RMSE
n wind ﬁeld and the difference in forest ﬁre propagation. But, if the
umber of parts is not high enough, the execution time is too long
o be used in real-time operation.
Once more, the approach is interesting, because it is possible to
educe the execution time, but the partitioning must be kept under
ertain limits to provide a small difference in wind ﬁeld. There-
ore, the results achieved are not good enough to make the use of
indNinja feasible in real-time operation.Fig. 23. Forest ﬁre difference obtained applying map partitioning to a 1500 × 1500
map.
4. Hybrid MPI-OpenMPI WindNinja
In this context, the next possibility was to integrate differ-
ent approaches into a single hybrid MPI-OpenMP application
that exploits parallelism at different levels. So, two  different
applications merging different sources of parallelism have been
implemented and tested:sparse matrix-vector multiplication and the Schwarz Alternating
domain decomposition method have been coupled.
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Table 8
Execution time and speedup of the hybrid Schwarz-VDSpMV application.
Map  size Subd. Time (s) Speedup
NCores NCores
WN 1 2 4 1 2 4
400 × 400 1 237 215 191 135 1.10 1.24 1.75
2  79 57 53 3.00 4.15 4.47
3  54 39 30 4.38 6.07 7.90
4  53 39 23 4.47 6.07 10.30
600  × 600 1 567 505 325 231 1.12 1.74 2.45
2  166 122 90 3.41 4.64 6.30
3  115 85 64 4.93 6.67 8.85
4  90 67 38 6.30 8.46 14.92
800  × 800 1 804 769 738 637 1.04 1.08 1.26
2  294 214 144 2.73 3.75 5.58
3  193 141 107 4.16 5.70 7.51
4  149 111 63 5.39 7.24 12.76
1000  × 1000 1 1836 1658 1300 967 1.10 1.40 1.89
2  1028 751 436 1.78 2.43 4.20
3  635 463 353 2.88 3.95 5.18
4  503 376 213 3.64 4.87 8.59
1200  × 1200 1 2939 2714 1871 1300 1.08 1.57 2.26
2  1072 782 454 2.74 3.75 6.47
3  842 614 468 3.49 4.78 6.28
4  710 534 301 3.76 5.50 9.76
1500  × 1500 1 3831 3080 2488 2006 1.24 1.54 1.91
2  1250 962 712 3.06 3.98 5.38
3  984 757 547 3.89 5.06 7.00
4  781 601 501 4.90 6.37 7.64
Fig. 24. Hybrid MPI-OpenMP application integrating the three approaches.
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Table  9
Execution time, wind speed RMSE and ﬁre propagation difference for a 1500 × 1500 cells map, applying the complete hybrid application and considering different
conﬁgurations.
Map size Overlap Parts Subd. NCores TotCores Time (s) RMSE Fire Diff.
1500 × 1500 0 1 1 1 1 3831 0 0
1500  × 1500 0 1 1 4 4 2006 0 0
1500  × 1500 0 1 4 1 4 867 0 0
1500  × 1500 0 1 4 4 16 501 0 0
1500  × 1500 50 2 × 2 1 1 4 1171 0.31 0.009
1500  × 1500 50 2 × 2 1 4 16 377 0.31 0.009
1500  × 1500 50 2 × 2 4 1 16 144 0.31 0.009
1500  × 1500 50 2 × 2 4 4 64 91 0.31 0.009
1500  × 1500 50 3 × 3 1 1 9 658 0.35 0.03
1500  × 1500 50 3 × 3 1 4 36 223 0.35 0.03
1500  × 1500 50 3 × 3 4 1 36 103 0.35 0.03
1500  × 1500 50 3 × 3 4 4 144 61 0.35 0.03
1500 × 1500 50 5 × 5 1 1 25 190 0.56 0.12
1500  × 1500 50 5 × 5 1 4 100 63 0.56 0.12
1500  × 1500 50 5 × 5 4 1 100 43 0.56 0.12
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. In the second application, the three approaches previously dis-
cussed have been integrated into a single application.
.1. Schwarz alternating domain decomposition method and
parse Matrix-Vector multiplication considering VDSpM storage
ormat
This application has been implemented as a Hybrid MPI-
penMP. The MPI  scheme is a Master-Worker implementing the
chwarz alternating domain decomposition. In this application, the
aster process carries out the mesh decomposition in subdomains
nd distributes the subdomains to the worker processes. Then the
orkers use OpenMP to carry out the Sparse Matrix-Vector multi-
lication, taking advantage of the VDSpM storage format. To reach
he convergence of the PCG solver, the worker processes exchange
he values of the overlapping nodes and apply the solver itera-
ively until the error is smaller than a ﬁxed value. In this way,
 hybrid MPI  (Schwarz)-OpenMP (VDSpMV) application has been
eveloped. Some of the results are summarized in Table 8. The num-
er of workers (subdomains) considered are 1, 2, 3 and 4, and the
umber of cores applied at the worker level are 1, 2 and 4. These
esults show that a map  of 800 × 800 can be solved in just 63 s
pplying 4 subdomains (4 nodes) and 4 cores per subdomain with
 speedup of 12.76.
This approach is able to solve many maps in less than 100 s,
ut, when the maps are very large (for example, 1500 × 1500), it is
ecessary to integrate map  partitioning.
.2. Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication considering VDSpM
torage format, Schwarz alternating domain decomposition
ethod and map partitioning
In this case, the initial map  is partitioned into a certain num-
er of parts using a Master/Worker MPI  application. Then, each
orker applies the Schwarz Alternating domain decomposition
ethod using a certain number of subdomains that are distributed
o subworkers. Finally, each subworker uses the Sparse Matrix-
ector multiplication based on VDSpM. This structure is shown in
ig. 24.
Some experimental results for 1500 × 1500 map  are shown in
able 9. In these experiments, the complete map  results are com-
ared with different partitionings 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and 5 × 5 (Parts). In
he cases including map  partitioning, an overlap (Overlap) of 50
ells per side has been considered. For each partitioning, differ-
nt conﬁgurations concerning domain decomposition and cores per
ubdomain are considered. The number of subdomains (Subd.) is set400 30 0.56 0.12
to 1 or to 4 and the number of cores (NCores) used per subdomain
is also 1 and 4. So, in the maximum case, the application uses 400
cores (TotCores). In this case, the execution time is reduced from
3831 s to 30.3 s, the wind speed RMSE is 0.56 and the forest ﬁre dif-
ference is 0.12. This value (0.12) is quite large and the difference in
ﬁre propagation can be detected just by comparing the two prop-
agations. However, when the map  is partitioned into 2 × 2 and 4
subdomains per part are considered and 4 cores per subdomain are
used, the execution time is 91.1 s, the wind speed RMSE is 0.31 and
the ﬁre propagation difference is 0.009 which is not signiﬁcant. In
this case, the number of cores required is just 64 cores (4 × 4 ×4).
So, this approach is completely successful since it reduces the exe-
cution time and meets real-time constraints, without a signiﬁcant
loss in ﬁre propagation prediction accuracy and without requiring
a huge amount of resources.
5. Conclusions
Wind ﬁeld is a key point in forest ﬁre propagation prediction.
WindNinja is a widely used wind ﬁeld simulator that evaluates
wind ﬁeld given a digital elevation map  and the meteorological
conditions. However, the WindNinja execution time at high res-
olution is too long and cannot be afforded in real-time operation.
Therefore, different approaches were tested to accelerate the Wind-
Ninja execution time. The three approaches exploit parallelism at
different levels. The ﬁrst one was based on improving sparse matrix
storage format and Sparse Matrix-Vector multiplication. The sec-
ond one was based on applying the Schwarz Alternating domain
decomposition method. And the third one was  based on data paral-
lelism by applying map  partitioning. The three approaches improve
the execution time, but do not present a large scalability and the
execution time does not meet real-time constraints for any of the
approaches. So, the proposal was  to combine the three approaches
in a single hybrid MPI-OpenMP application that uses two levels of
Master/worker paradigms and exploits nuclear operations at the
core level. The result is a complete application that is able to cal-
culate wind ﬁelds for maps of up to 1500 × 1500 cells in less than
100 seconds using 64 cores.
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